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One of NPR’s Great Reads of 2016“A lively assemblage and smart analysis of dozens of
haunting stories...absorbing...[and] intellectually intriguing.” (The New York Times Book
Review)From the author of The Unidentified, an intellectual feast for fans of offbeat history,
Ghostland takes listeners on a road trip through some of the country's most infamously haunted
places - and deep into the dark side of our history. Colin Dickey is on the trail of America's
ghosts. Crammed into old houses and hotels, abandoned prisons and empty hospitals, the
spirits that linger continue to capture our collective imagination, but why? His own fascination
piqued by a house hunt in Los Angeles that revealed derelict foreclosures and "zombie homes",
Dickey embarks on a journey across the continental United States to decode and unpack the
American history repressed in our most famous haunted places. Some have established
reputations as "the most haunted mansion in America" or "the most haunted prison"; others, like
the haunted Indian burial grounds in West Virginia, evoke memories from the past our collective
nation tries to forget. With boundless curiosity, Dickey conjures the dead by focusing on
questions of the living - how do we, the living, deal with stories about ghosts, and how do we
inhabit and move through spaces that have been deemed, for whatever reason, haunted?
Paying attention not only to the true facts behind a ghost story, but also to the ways in which
changes to those facts are made - and why those changes are made - Dickey paints a version of
American history left out of the textbooks, one of things left undone, crimes left unsolved.
Spellbinding, scary, and wickedly insightful, Ghostland discovers the past we're most afraid to
speak of aloud in the bright light of day is the same past that tends to linger in the ghost stories
we whisper in the dark. 

"For anyone with a child in their lives, this is a cute and easy way to give them a piece of their
history they can treasure forever." --New York Family Magazine.From the AuthorSome people
want to know what the 12 letter prompts are before buying, so here they are:My wishes for you
are...What I want you to know about me...The world I want to give you is...One really special
thing about you is...On the day you were born...Your first home was like this...This is your idea of
a good time...I laugh when you...My first impressions of you were...All the things I hope you'll try
someday...[Blank - write your own][Blank - write your own]From the Back CoverYour baby will
always be your baby. Whether you're pregnant or a new parent, fill these twelve envelopes with
memories and hopes for your bundle of joy. Then postdate, save, and seal the letters to gift to
your child at a later date. A paper time capsule of their first fleeting years, these letters will be an
extra-special delivery your child will treasure forever.About the AuthorLea Redmond is an artist
and the creative mind behind The World's Smallest Post Service, My Museum,
Connexio, Letters To My Future Self, and Lucky You! Her creative workshop, Leafcutter Designs,



offers curious goods, surprising services, and projects for participation:
leafcutterdesigns.com.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “This book changed the way I see the world around me.. I loved this book.
It really made me think about the origin of not only ghost stories, but fables, and other stories I've
encountered. It shows how things we believe are not always as we believe them.”

Hannah, “examination of ghost stories and haunted locales throughout America with the express
intent of debunking the paranormal and bett. Ghostland is a not-spooky, but thoroughly
entertaining, examination of ghost stories and haunted locales throughout America with the
express intent of debunking the paranormal and better understanding how ghost stories reflect
on our past and present.Given the book's dark cover and the timing of its release, it seems
necessary to reiterate that there's nothing particularly creepy about this book. The author dug
through family trees and historic records until he unearthed every inconsistency or blatant lie
associated with famous ghost stories or well-known haunted locations. He actively debunks one
ghost story after another.The author posits that ghost stories are malleable, changing
throughout the years to accommodate society's various needs:"Paying attention to the way
ghost stories change through the years -- and why those changes are made -- can tell us a great
deal about how we face our fears and our anxieties. Even when these stories have a basis in fact
and history, there's often significant embellishment and fabrication before they catch on in our
imagination, and teasing out these alterations is key to understanding how ghosts shape our
relationship to the past."In addition to stories of ghosts, the author examines several haunted
locations, revealing details spanning from the evolution of their (sometimes) bizarre construction
to their rise in popularity as a notorious haunt. "The more unusual the house," the author states,
"the more likely it'll cause unease among its neighbors and the more we seem to require some
kind of story to explain its construction." Additional locations explored include haunted bars and
brothels, hotels and restaurants, asylums, graveyards, and more.Though it doesn't detract from
the overall enjoyment of the book, it sometimes feels as though the author drifts off on a tangent.
For example, a chapter that begins by introducing a notoriously haunted house eventually
segues to a discussion of Spiritualism, which ultimately leads to an examination of a woman's
right to vote. These shifts in narrative are never a point of contention for the reader, because all
of the information is well-researched and tied together seamlessly."This is how ghost stories are
born, after all: not from a complete story so much as from bits and pieces that don't quite add up,
a kaleidoscope of menace and unease that coalesce in unpredictable ways."Ghostland: An
American History in Haunted Places is a skilfully crafted and compelling book that will appeal to
fans of American history, trivia, haunted locales and ghosts.”

Mr. Peter A. Smith, “Thought provoking and eerie. I had to write a review after seeing that the
only other person to comment on this book gave it one star. I could disagree more. The book is
really interesting and very thought provoking. It's not written for cheap scares but rather to



explore the idea of hauntings, why they become culturally significant and why memories and
trauma are repeated over and over in the form of supernatural events. Don't by this book if you're
looking for a scare. This book is more of a cultural history told through the lens of haunted
houses. It asks more questions than it answers, particularly about why people want or need to
believe in something beyond the veil, and it isn't about the truth or untruth of hauntings. Well
worth a read....”

Liou, “Parfait. J'adore”

Client d'Ebook Library, “Perfect book for ghost stories lovers !. I really liked this book ! even
though I ended up being too scared to read it at night haha”

The book by Lea Redmond has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 823 people have provided feedback.
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